Research plan for California native group paper

Research project 1 -- a California native group

Research Plan for CA Native People paper -- due Sept. 16 in class!

Your name/s ____________________________________________________________

Native nation you will research:

Other names this group goes by (see Four Directions Institute Site):

When contact occurred for this group (see Four Directions Institute Site)

Place names relevant to this this group (for which you can search history):

Specific dates you will be able to visit libraries:

Your plan for meeting deadlines on Sept. 26, October 1, October 8:

• I/we will find at least four sources, at least two of them books or scholarly journal articles, for this paper. If I/we cannot, I/we will show sources I/we do find to the instructor at the earliest possible date for her waiver of the requirement. I/we understand that late sources may not be accepted.

• I/we understand that academic honesty is paramount on this project

• I/we understand that I/we can get help during an office hour at any time on this project

• I/we understand that, if I/we choose to work in a pair, we choose our own partners, share work and grade, and complete the assignment whatever happens in the work relationship

_________________________________________ __________________

Signature/s Date